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It's not as awesome or challenging as Double Peace, but it IS a Gal*Gun game that accomplishes what it sets out to do.
Recommended, but I recommend Double Peace MUCH more.. Needs more work, but interesting concept. Mission targets so far
are a bit untargetable.. Nice and cool worth it!. There are issues with this game. Difficult to interact with objects with multiple
clicks. It seems to delete the save files too? What!?!. A good singleplayer Unreal game.

7/10. Between muddy hitboxes, presentation that's barebones even for a budget shmup and a complete lack of content (again,
even compared to other budget shmups) I can't really recommend this game unless you just happen to have a couple bucks in
your Steam Wallet and are looking for something to do for half an hour or so. The dull bosses that serve as bullet sponges rather
than an example of any care in design is the icing on the cake. Video below:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TzoZ5nMiwAw
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Kinda furry in terms of characters (if you care about that kind of stuff) but however its super to play. Sadly, the community is
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. A tilting high-speed legend that is ruined by stingy virgin not liscencing their livery, still worth getting.. Love this game, it's
hard to wait for new updates though.. cool game!! 4 player too much fun!!. Hmm, this locomotive passes with a 95% in my
book, heres why. Pros: 1. Chrisp sounds, this loco, and the passanger cars sound amazing, and speaking of the passanger cars, 2.
New views, You can actually look inside the dome car, 3. more features, it acts more like the actual "Pooch" whould act, but
now the cons. 1. No pannanger cars, this goes back to the "glory days" of amtrak service, to not include actual sleepers is a
chame, well actually . . . If you go to make a scenario, the dome car is called a "10-6 sleeper". Well, Dovetail, A for effort, but
you kinda messed up here. but overall, thats about it for the cons, only one. so, Dovetail didn't mess up this time, great. overall i
would suggest getting this for the actual DLC, or even for some east coast servies with the F40PH in the California Zeyphr,
amtraks, orginal auto train (The orginal auto-train ran with P30CH's) or even with the late 90s-early 2000s transition from phase
3 to phase 4. This Loco is great, I would suggest getrting whenever you can.. This is amazing game but it don't support of
Gamepad and we can't change game button on keyboard. I hope that it be fix. OMG. This game is totally worth the $0.77 I paid
for it. It reminds me of "tommy wiseau the room". So bad, people will love it. Everything about the game is bad, so bad it's
funny.

Zombies spawn out of a puff of smoke, they don't make any noise. so you don't know they're near you until you're being
attached. But they're easy enough to kill.
You can one shot a bear with an axe to the head, they didn't even fight back
The movment animation is amazing, nothing will make you laugh hard than watching the run, jump and swim.

In all it's just a terrible, terrible funny game. And if you have a spare $0.77 to spend, this game will give you an hour of
enjoyment.
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